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ABSTRACT
Vork described in this report demonstrates that the use of
nedium duty 300 psi fluid disconnects for orbital servicing
is both practical and technically feasible. A prototype
disconnect was designed and tested, based on criteria for-
nulated froln a survey of expected usage requirements for
orbital servicing concepts. Testina involved the compari-
son of three seal materials ( EPR, Neoprene and Teflon), and
two test media (helium and Freon 21), and was conducted over
a temperature range of -150 'F to +225 'F. Results indicated
low helium leakage ( 10-4
 secs) and extremely low engagement
forces ( 56 lbf ). Special testing was also performed on a
new seal design. Design concerts for a cryogenic disconnect
and a high pressure disconnect were investigated. Results
of an industry survey for usable orbital servicing discon-
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The final report provides the history and status of the
Space Transportation System Disconnect Program performed
by Fairchild Stratos Division (FSD) under Contract Numbe
MAS-8-32806 to George C. Marshall Space Flight Center.
	
1.1	 Objectives
The objective of this program was to develop and qualify
a fluid disconnect or family of disconnects capable of
servicing a wide range of orbiting payloads. Servicing,
in this context, implies mating of the Shuttle Orbiter
with a satellite, followed by modular replacement and/or
replenishment of satellite subsystems or experiments.
The types of fluids generally include propellants, pres-
surants and coolants, as typically used in subsystems fo
attitude control, thermal conditioning, special experi-
ments, etc. The use of fluid disconnects as part of an
integrated orbital servicing concept provides the capa-
bility for replenishment, mixing, or exchange of on-boar
fluids to extend satellite orbital lifetime, increase
payload, or vary experiments.
	
1.2	 Program History
FSD received a contract in September 1976 from MSFC to
design, develop, fabricate and test a fluid disconnect
for Space Operation Systems. This original program was
divided into two phases.
Phase I was to identify potential users and applications,
formulate specific design criteria, survey available
hardware and performance data, make hardware modifica-
tions if required and perform development testing on
selected designs. Lacking available hardware, a discon-
nect was to be designed to meet the specified require-
ments, fabricated, and subjected to development testing.
Phase II was to update specification requirements formu-
lated in Phase I and then update design, fabricate and
perform qualification testing on two separate designs.
Funding for this program was $103,000 and the initial
scheduled completion date was December 1976. In May
1977, it was determined that for lack of an available
off-the-shelf disconnect, F8D would design, fabricate
and test a new medium-duty disconnect ( 300 psig operati
pressure). Conceptual designs for a cryogenic disconne
and a high pressure disconnect ( 3,000 psig operating
pressure), were added to the program. FSD was also re-
quested to support the Martin Marietta Module Exchange
Mechanism (MEM) Demonstration.
s-iii
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1.2
	 Program History (continued)
In April 197A, Fsr met with MSI'C program personnel end
redefined the effort. This change was a result o' inter-
est shown for a Freon 21 disconnect for use on the 25 14-
Power Module. Consequently, the program was modifier tc:
fully support a Freon 21 disconnect. The proarar. sched-
ule was moved out to October 1979 but remainec within th o
original budget constraints. Table I is a brief sumr•arJ
of the final Staterent of Uor '^
 WE').
	1.3	 Sumrary ane Conclusions
Work performed by Fsr has demonstrates) that the use of
fluid disconnects for ornital servicing is both practical
and technically feasible. Contact with other cot*panies
involved in space activity has shown that much interest
does exist for hardware that expands the scope of orbital
servicing and that efforts in this field should continue.
Fcr has designed and successfully tested a mediur duty
(300 psi) prototype disconnect following a thoroual.
search of industry and government sources whic), failet)
to locate an existing off-the-shelf design suitable for
the orbital servicing concept. Testino indicated low
helium leakage (10-4
 secs), low engagement forces (80 It)
and demonstrated the capability of fluid transfer L,etweer
simulated spacecraft after installation on a Module Yx-
change Mechanism (MEW designed and built by Partin
Marietta, Denver. In addition, a previously qualifier?
JPL disconnectwas identified as being adaptat-le for pos-
sible use with Freon 21 on the 25 h''w Power Module rne: de-
sion concepts for a high pressure disconnect and a cr)•c-
genic disconnect have been laid out.
Development testing of the NASA prototype disconnect hap
confirmed the ability to achieve low helium leakage an.1,
low engaaement forces. Problems identifier' lie in seal
design and measurement of leakage rates when using Freon
21. The program slippage was attributed to rroora?-
changes and additional testing done to help resolve the
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Table I. NASA Disconnect Statement of Mork (April 1878)
• Determine Design Requirements
• Identification of Potential Users and
Applications
• Survey of Available Hardware
• Design Now Medium Duty (300 psi) Disconnect
• Fabricate Prototype Hardware
• Provide Prototype Hardware for Martin MEM
Demonstration
• Development Test Program
• Design Hold:
Layout of Redundant Seal Medium
Duty Disconnect
Layout of a Cryogenic Disconnect
Layout of a High Pressure (3000 psi)
Disconnect
• 25 KW Power Module - Freon 21 Disconnect
Establish Requirements
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1.3	 Summary and Conclusions ( continued)
Future work will be needed to refine the concepts and de-,
signs developed under this contract. Major areas needing
attention include:	
i
• Seal compatibility and containment with Freon 21 and i
MMH . I
• Seal redundancy for reliability.
• Pressure balancing of more complex design to minimize'
engagement loads.
• Internal swivel to simplify disconnect /vehicle
interface.
• Minimize leakage and spillage volume.
e Scale up the existing 1/2" design to 1" design for
the 25 KW Power Module.
	
2.0	 PROBLEM DEFINITION AND REQUIRL74ENTS
Initial efforts of this program involved the definition
of the potential requirements necessary to provide the
best disconnect for use in a broad ranee of applications.
After discussion with MSFC and a review of expected
usages, a set of basic requirements was prepared (see
Table 11). Primary design goals were low leakage and
minimum engagement, retention and separation forces.
The initial intent was to provide a disconnect design
from existing industry hardware. FSD hrd contacted
eleven potential suppliers requesting technical data and
designs on their disconnect. In addition, FSD selected
WZSRAC (Western Research Application Center) to assist
with a survey of available technology for disconnects.
1IESRAC, a non-profit computer search firm operated by th
University of Southern California with the cooperation o
NASA, can access all the major data files and can extrac
abstracts of interest by means of a cross-coupling of ke
words, modifiers, and exclusions. FSD, with the techni-
cal assistance of WSRAC, searched five major data files
(CLAIMS/02m. MTIS, NASA, ISMEC, and COMPENDEX). These
files cover patents, general engineering, private indus-
try, and government sources of technical data. A total
of 213 "hits" were recorded, based on the list of key
words, modifiers and exclusions. The corresponding ab-
stracts were ordered printed. FSD reviewed these ab-
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Table 11. Basic Requirements - NASA Space Trans-
portation System Fluid Disconnect*
1. Classification:	 Class It Low pressure, **If-s*alinc;, auto-
matic open/clos*
Class 21 Hi9b pressure, self-sealing, auto-
matic open/close
2. Sizes	 1/4 Inab to I ineb
3. Fluidst	 Class It Liquid Hydrogen
Class 2t Inert gasses 00 , N2, *tc-)
4. Pressure:	 Class Is 100 poia (maximum operating)
Class 2t 3000 psi& (maximum operating)
Proof Factort I.SX
Burst Factors 2.OX
5. Temperatures	 Class Is -423 0F to +150*r
Class 2s -150 6F to +2500F




Class 2 room temperatures 0.1 sees CHO
Spillages	 To be minimized (interface enclosed volume).1
Separation Forces Pressure effects on engage/disongage forces
and on separation force while connected must
be minimized.	 I
Alignments	 golf-aligning within * 5* conical and 1/16-
inch offset.
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2.0	 PROBLEM DEFINITION AND REQUIREMENTS (continued)
The need for specific design criteria was also considered
necessary. FSD contacted 8 potential satellite and pay-
load contractors in an attempt to discuss anticipated
fluid requirements by fluid type, operating pressures,
mission life, leakage, etc.
Additional background information was obtained by review
of orbital servicing studies and other related documents,
and attendance at a UCLA short course on Space Shuttle
Payload Design and Operation.
The results of all these investigations turned up no
available hardware that was consideree usable. Only one
disconnect supplier responded formally but the unit did
not appear to be applicable to the NASA disconnect pro-
gram. The WESRAC search did not turn up any designs
which were directly usable in the intended application,
and no specific desigr requirements were identified by
the satellite and payload contractors.
Consequently, during the program review held in November
1976, a decision was made to proceed with a new design
utilizing the best features of all concepts investigated
to meet a set of generalized fluid requirements. The
program structure and schedule were revised to reflect
this change in scope.
Appendix I contains a summary of the WESRAC input and
output, including abstracts, and a summary of the report
reviewed.
Appendix II contains copies of the letters requesting
support from the valve suppliers and payload contractors,
with the. name and address of those contacted.
iPage ho. 7
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	3.0	 DISCONNECT DF£IGN
	
3.1	 Medium Duty Disconnect (NASA Prototype)
Following layout work and design study tradeoffs, a
1/2", 300 psig. disconnect design was presented to VSrC
at a preliminary design review held in April 1977. This
design features an external swivel with semi-balanced
sleeve/poppet which provides relatively low pressure in-
duced seraration forces (approximately 1/3 standard un-
balanced design), only one close tolerance sealin g dia-
meter, relatively short engagement and reasonably low
interface volume. Although designed for leaka ge of
1 x 10"4 sccs helium, MSFC specifically requested that
the leakage rates and spillage volume be improved. This
request was adopted as a design goal.
This disconnect design is shcwn in Figure 1 and in Photo-
grarh 1. The design requirements are shown in Table I11.
Fabrication of two test disconnects was started in April
1977 and the first prototype disconnect was delivered for
test in July 1977. Simultaneous with fabrication, a de-
tailed development test procedure was prepared and test
fixtures built.
The original intent was to use a proprietary TRW mater-
ial, AF4-411, for the vent, poppet and sleeve seals.
This material is excellent for MMSI and other cotrtron
spacecraft propellants. However, due to the excessive
cost for molded seals made of AF-E-411, ethylene prory-
lene rubber (EPR) material was chosen for prototype test-
ing. Neoprene and Teflon seals were also tested.
	
3.2	 Medium Duty Disconnect (JPL)
Discussion with MSFC in April 1978 indicated the need for
a medium duty Freon 21 disconnect for use on the 25 1%.
Power Module. Because considerable modification would be
required] with the NASA disconnect, another FSIU designed
disconnect was added to the program. This disconnect was
flight qualified by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL
disconnect) and used in the Mariner Space Vehicle. The
design of this disconnect with internal swivel offers
simplicity and a hard line installation which may make it
compatible with the current power module design concept.
Minor modification to the hardware and seals compatible
with Freon 21 is considered necessary.
The JPL design is shown in Figure 2 and in Photograrh 2.
The design requirements are shown in Table III.
E• 117	 8/71
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3.3	 Additional Disconnects
In light of the program desire to provide a family of
disconnects suitable for a full range of orbital servic-
ing applications, FSD performed conceptual layouts of
three additional disconnects. These include a 1/4-inch
high pressure (3,000 psig operating pressure) gaseous
helium or nitrogen unit and a 1/2-inch cryogenic unit
based on the NASA prototype but using a bellows and low
temperature seal for fluid containment. Also included
was a modification of the NASA prototype designed to have:
redundant seals for improved reliability. See Figures	 I
3, 4 and 5.
There is no intention at this time to pursue these units
due to time and budget constraints. However, it is felt
that the preliminary work done supports the concept of a
family of simple, reliable, multi-purpose disconnects
capable of supporting many varied space servicing
applications.
E-117
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Table Iii. Design Requirements, NASA Vs. JPL
Description NASA Disconnect JPL Disconnect
Application	 Flight Interface	 Flight Interface
Tube Size	 1/2-Inch	 1/2-Inch
Type of Disconnect	 Breakaway, External 	 Breakaway, Internal
Swivel	 Swivel
Attachment Method 	 Flexhose	 Hardline
Alignment:
Offset	 .06-Inch
Angulation	 t S' Conical
Operatina Fluid	 N2H4 or MMN
Freon 21







operating Temp: -50'F to +225'F
Leakage:
Mated 1 x 10-4 sccs GHe
Unmated 1 x 1.0-4 sccs GHe
Flow/Delta P:
*11' @ 1.1 lbm/sec 28 paid
Freon 21 @ 3000
lbx:/hr 10 psid
Engagenent Force 82 lbf @ 300 psi
Spillage Volume 0.14 ml/cycle
Life 500 cycles, 10 years
Random Vibration 11.43 GRMS















260 lhf @ 300 psi
1.0 ml/cycle

















Testing of the first Prototype NASA disconnect was
started in July 1977 in accordance with Develcpz! ,ent Test
Procedure F.P. 76300-2 (see Appendix III). The original
	 i
test plan included the following:









• Post Test Examination
This test plan was modified as initial testin g, and pro-
gram changes dictated. Vibration and burst testing were
deleted in an effort to conserve funds and to ensure
availability of the disconnects for additional testing,
if required. The deletion of these two tests did not
affect the overall test results of the units.
The test program was expanded to include Freon 21 testinn
using different seal materials and to include a leakage
test of a new concept of seal that could he aprlicahle tr
future modifications of the NASA and/or JPL disconnects.
A test fixture was designed and fabricated to allow for
automatic or manual operation of the disconnects. This
fixture provided a fixed installation for the Space half
Disconnect (SHD) and a two-position installation for the
Mission Half Disconnect (MID). The MILD could be in-
stalled so that the two disconnects would he in nominal
alignment or with .06-inch offset and t5' angulation
misalignment. A 28 VDC motor and screw drive mechanise
was used for engagement and disengagement. Two load
cells were installed in the SHD mounting bracket to pro-
vide engagement force data.
RAp4Qt//LO Page No. it
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4.0	 DEVELOPMENT TESTING (continued)
A test stand was built to provide gaseous helium, a 28-
volt power supply, and control switches. An environ-
mental box was fabricated to permit testing at high and
low temperatures. Figures 6 and 7, and Photographs 3, 4
and 5 depict the test setup.
The initial phases of testing disclosed some minor pro-
blems of leakage, seal blowout, seal contact on engaging,
and seal rollover. These problems were solved by rede-
sign of the interface seal groove, SHD guide, MHD sleeve,
seal retainers, and a new SHD poppet spring.
Each test performed is described in detail in the follow-
ing paragraphs. A summary of the NASA disconnect test
results is compared with JPL disconnect test results in
Table IV.
NOTE: The JPL disconnect was not tested
under this program due to the cost
of fabricating new seals compatible
with Freon 21. The design is, how-
ever, considered usable for a wide
variety of spacecraft servicing
missions. The data presented in
Table IV is from prior qualification
tests.
	
4.1	 Examination of Product
prior to initiation of development testing, the discon-
nects were examined and weighed. No non-conformities
with the applicable drawings were noted. The weight of




The disconnects were installed in the test fixture in
the unmated condition and each unit was separately pres-
surized to 440 psig with GN2 for a period of 5 minutes.
Visual inspection showed no permanent deformation.
The disconnects were then fully engaged and pressurized
to 440 psig with GN2 for a period of 5 minutes. Visual
inspection showed no permanent deformation.
2-117
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56 lhf @ 300 pain
r /A
N/A
No sticking or bindinc.
N/A







No distortion or	 I
failure
See Table VI
8.1 paid @ 1.1 lb/sec
0.68 cc/cycle
375 lbf @ 465 psig
11.4 OPMS
E500 G' Peak
20 lhf max - no
sticking or binding
No failures or dar-ave
No problems during 200
cycles @ +151'F and
200 cycles @ +901'
No failures @ 1860
















Individual disconnect half leakage rates were determined
with the unit installed in the test fixture in the un-
mated conditton. Special leakaqe collection test fix-
tures were used to isolate SHD poppet seal leakage, MHD
sleeve seal leakage, and MHD interface seal leakage.
Various leakage measuring devices were used depending on
the media and leakage rate and included a mass spectro-
meter, halogen leakage detector, water displacement, and
flowmeters.
Figure 8 shows a typical setup for mass spectrometer
leakage tests.
Mated leakage tests were conducted with the units in-
stalled in the test fixture and a rubber bladder in-
stalled over the mated disconnects to collect leakage.
In all cases, the test fixture was placed in an environ-
mental box which allowed testing to be performed at tem-
peratures between -50°F and +225'F. Following leakage
tests conducted at ambient temperature, tests were per-
formed at +125°F, +175°F, and +225°F. Low temperature
tests were performed at +50°F, +25'F, 0°F, -25°F and
-50 0 F. Leak test pressures were 50, 150 and 300 psig at
high and low temperature, and 50 to 300 psig at 50 psig
intervals at ambient temperature.
Using EPR seals, helium leakage results for the unmated
SHD, the unmated MHD, and the mated SHD/MHD ranged from
2.4 x 10-4 sccs to 2.6 x 10-10 sccs over the entire
pressure and temperature range. See Table V for a com-
plete summary of leakage test results. Table VI provides)




Functional testing was performed to determine any indica-
tion of jamming or binding of the disconnects during en-
gagement or disengagement and to determine the engage-
ment force required. This test was performed in both the
aligned and misaligned position with internal pressures
of 0 to 300 psig at ambient temperature.
There was no indication of binding or jamming during en-
gagement and disengagement under either the aligned or
misaligned condition. The maximum engagement force with
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Leakage Characteristics - r:ASA Disconnect
Leakage in Secs of Heliur., (EPP Seals)
Unmated - Module Half Disconnect
Pressure
(	 si R +50'F +250F 0'F -25'F -5C► 'F
50 7.2x10'6 1.OxlU-7 6x1O- S 	2.6x10" 10 2.6x10' 7 1.3x1G'f
100 1.2x10'6 1.2x10-7 6x10'8 	2.6x10'10 2.6x10- 7 1.340'£
150 2.2x10'6 2.7x10'7 E+xIL-8 	2.6x10'10 2.6x10- 7 1.3xlO-S
200 3.4x10'6 9.0x10-7 6x10"8 	2.6x10'10 2.6x10'7 1.3x10'8'
250 6.4x10'6 9.0x10'7 6x10'P 	2.6x10-10 2.6x10'7 1.3x10'8
300 P.Sx10-6 1.1x10'6 6x1O-S 	2.6x10'10 2.6x10' 7 1.3x10'8
R.T. +125"F +17__
50 3.3x10'6 9.8x10'6 3.2x10-6
100 3.3x10'6 9.8x10'6 3.2x10-6
150 3.3x10-6 9.8x10'6 3.2x10-6
200 3.3x10-6 9.8x10'6 3.2x10'6
250 3.3x10'6 9.8x10'6 3.2x10'6
300 3.3x10'6 9.8x10'6 3.2x10'6
Mated - Space Half Disconnect i Module 11alf Disconnect
Pressure
(psis) R.T. +50'F +25'F 0'F -25'F -50'1
50 1.6x10-8 4x10-7 0 2.Ox10'S 0 0
100 2.4x10'8 4x10-7 1.2x10-8 2.0x10'8 2.Ox1O'F U
150 4.4x10'8 4x10-7 8.0x10'8 4.0x10'8 4.Ox10'E 2.Ox1C-C
200 4.8x10'8 4x10-7 1.2x10-
g 6.0x10'$ 6.Ox10'E 4.OxI0'F
250 8.0x10"8 4x10'7 1.2x10 -8 6.Ox10-8 8.0x10'8 4.Ox1O'E
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	 Leakage Characteristics - NASA Disconnect
	 I
Leakage in Sces of Helium (continued)
Mated - Space Half Disconnect i Module Half Disconnect (continued)
Pressure
fipsig ) , R.T. +1220F +1758F +2258F R.T.
50 1.27x10'7 1.7x10'7 4x10'7 6.4x10-7 4.2x10'7
100 1.27x10'7 1.7x10'7 4x10' 7 6.4x10'7 4.2x!0"7
150 1.27x10'7 1.740'7 4x10'7 6.4x10'7 4.2x10'7
200 1.27x10'7 1.740-7 4x10'7 6.4x10'7 4.2x10'7
250 1.27x10'7 1.7x10'7 4x10-7 6.4x10'7 4.2x10'7
300 1.27x10'7 1.7x10' 7 4x10'7 6.4x10'7 4.2x10'7
Unmated - Space Half Disconnect
Pressure
(psi9) R.T. +Svsr +25'f 0 'F
-25'F
	 -50'F















300 2.5x10'6 - 1 0x10'5 2 0x10'7 1 9 10'6	-3• a .	 x	 8.1x10
R.T.	 +1220F +175 9F +225'F R.T.
50 3 x 10-7
	5.1x10'7 1.3x10'6 6x10'6 3.4x.10'6
100 -	 - _ _ _
150 2.5x10'4	 - 1.Sx10-6 5.5x10'5 2.4x10'7
200
250
300 2.6x10'4	 - 3.6x10'6 S Sx10'S 5 2x10'7





Leak Pressure ( psig)	 50-300	 50-300	 50-300
Leakage ( secs F-21)	 2x10'5 to
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Table VI. Leakage Characteristics ( During Qual) - JPL
Disconnect - Leakage in Sccs of Helium
Mated	 Post	 Post 200 C ►cles	 Post Flow &
(Out-to-In) Vibration Post Shock +	 _+^F Contamination

















4.8x10-6 2.6x10-6 1.9x10-5 5.6x10-6
4.1x10-6 1.1x10-5 1.1x10-5 2.2x10-6
1.8x10- 5 3x10- 5 1.1x10-5 4.6x10-7
1.7x10-4 1.7x10-5 2.9x10-4 1.7x10-4
1.7x10-4 1.7x10- 5 3.3x10-4 3.2x10-5
3.3x10- 5 4.6x10-4 1.6x10-5 3.2x10-5
1.7x10-4 1.1x10-6 3.3x10-5 1.740-4
1.7x10-4 1.740-6 3.340-5 3.2x1.0-5
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	4.5	 Flow and Pressure Drop
The disconnects were installed in the test fixture in
the mated condition and placed in the flow test facility
as shown in Figure 10 and Photographs 6 and 7.
The water reservoir was pressurized to between 100 and
200 psig and flow through the mated disconnects was
gradually increased over the flow range of 1 to 20 GPM.
Pressure drop was measured across the disconnects and
correlated with the flowrate as measured by a turbine
fiowmeter. The test was performed with the disconnects
mated in both the minimum and maximum separation posi-
tions. In addition, a third run was made with the dis-
connects removed and a 1/2-inch diameter straight tube
installed to obtain a system tare. The tare AP was sub-
tracted fro:, the disconnect OP to get the net AP induced
by the disconnects for water. This data was then cor-
rected to rrovide equivalent data for MMH and Freon 21.




The disconnects were installed in the test fixture in th
mated position and connected to a water supply as shown
in Figure 12. All air was bled from the disconnects and
the water supply pressurized to 300 psig. Using the
automatic cycling mode, the units were disengaged and en
gaged 100 times. hater spilled from the interface and
SHD vent port was collected and measured.
After 100 cycles, a total of 25.7 cc was collected from
the interface, and 0.2 cc from the SHD vent port. This
corresponds to a total of 0.26 cc/cycle.
	
4.7	 Life Cycle
The disconnects were installed in the test fixture and
subjected to 100 automatic cycles at ambient temperature
with the MHD pressurized to 300 psig and the SHD pressur-
ized to 0 psig. A second 100 automatic cycles were per-
formed with the WHD pressurized to 300 psig and the SHD
pressurized to 150 psig. Mated and unmated leakage tests
were performed before and after each 100-cycle test.
During this phase of testing, two problems were noted;
(1) the MHD poppet seal started to move forward and eau
excessive interface leakage, and (2) excessive SHD vent
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4.7	 Life CYCie (continued)
The MHD poppet seal retainer was modified to increase th
squeeze on the seal and the SHD poppet spring preload wa
increased.
The ambient life cycle test was repeated with no recur-
rence of leakage or excessive venting. All leakage test
results were acceptable (much less than 1 x 10- 4 sccs
helium).
Life cycle testing at high Andlow temperatures was not
performed due to problems with the test fixture motor an
screw drive mechanism. However, leakage tests were per-
formed successfully at the high and low temperature
conditions.
	
4.8	 Freon ,21 Testina
Following the decision to investigate the possible use o
the NASA disconnect in Freon 21 systems, a review of pos
sible seal materials was performed. Technical data indi
cated that the existing EPR seals were rated unsatisfac-
tory and Neoprene was rated fair for use with Freon 21.
Although both materials will exhibit swelling, EPR tends
to disintegrate much sooner under long-term storage.
Neoprene was therefore chosen as the most likely seal
material to perform over the full temperature range, but
Teflon was also chosen as a good candidate for the lower
temperatures. Testing with Freon 21 was performed on ai
three seal materials.
The disconnects were placed
nected to a Freon 21 supply
Photograph 8.
Freon 21 at ambient tempera
disconnects over a pressure
allowed to sit over periods
72 hours.
in the test fixture and con-
as shown in Figure 13 and
Lure was applied to the mated
range of SO to 300 psig and
of time that varied frov. 2 t
Leakage was measured by water displacement and/or a hal
gen leak detector and leakage results for seals of Neo-
prene, EPR and Teflon are summarized in Table V.
Analysis of the test results for each of the three seal
materials revealed the following:
a. 0-rings of both Neoprene and EPR showed signs of
swelling but neither showed evidence of damage or
caused failure of proper disconnect operation.
U-117
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	4.8	 Freon 21 Testing (ccntined)
b. Molded Neoprene seals swelled excessively, resulting
in tearing of the seal and/or jamming of the poppets
during engagement or disengagement. All molded seals
(MHD poppet seal, MHP sleeve seal, and SHD poppet
seal)ere destroyed. Leakage rates ranged fra y, 10'5'
to 10' sccs, but are questionable due to swelling.
See Photographs 9 through 13.
c. Molded EPA seals swelled but did not tear or cause
jamming of the poppet. Test time in Freon 21 was
not long enough to determine degradation of seal
physical characteristics and no disinlegratio9 was
noted. Leakage rates ranged from 10' to 10` sees
Ho.but are questionable due to swelling. See Photo-
graph 14.
d. Teflon seals showed no evidence of sweilino or de-
gradation. Leakage rates ranged from 10- 3' to 10-5
sees He.
	
4.9	 Special Seal Leakage Test
Molded seals of Neoprene may be used in Freon 21 systir.s
if proper containment and volume for the expected swell
-ina is considered. Since it was impractical to modify
the NASA disconnect at this point in the development
program, an effort was made to identify and perform pre-
liminary testing on a new Freon 21 seal design.
Several modifications to the disconnects were considered
after discussions with seal manufacturers and one promis
ing design was chosen. Sample seals of a spring loaded,
Teflon jacketed, pressure loaded seal (PLO) design were
purchased and a simple test fixture designed and built.
The test fixture was installed in the test setup as show
in Figure 14 and Photograph 15. The PLS was subjected t
helium leakage tests over the pressure range of 50 to 30
psig and temperatures ranging from -150 •F to 42250F.
Results indicated acceptable leakage rates under all co
ditions above -50'F. Leakage rates below -50'F were in
the range of 10' sees of helium. See Table VII for a
complete summary of test results. This seal should be
considered a candidate for future development.
	
4.10	 Post Test Inspection
The SHD, MHD and special seal test fixture were disassefr
bled and visually inspected following completion of the
development test program. no evidence of contamination,
distorion, or abnormal wear was noted. See Photographs
16. 17 and 18.
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In February 1978, FSD installed the backup prototype
NASA disconnect on the Martin Marietta (Denver) Module
Exchange Mechamism (MEM) for demonstration to NASA head-
quarters personnel. Martin was performing studies on
satellite servicing using a module exchange system. At
the request of MSFC, FSD and Martin cooperated in adapt-
ing the NASA disconnect to the MEM to demonstrate the
feasibility of fluid exchange. The disconnects were
pressurized and instrumentation provided a visual indi-
cation of proper engagement when the MEM exchanged
modules between a simulated spacecraft and on-orbit ser-
vicer. See Figure 15 and Photographs 19 through 23.
This demonstration successfully verified the self align-
ment capability and low engagement force necessary for
remote spacecraft servicing operations and that fluid
transfer between spacecraft is feasible.
FSD permanently installed the second NASA prototype dis-
connect on the Martin MEM following delivery of the me-
chanism to MSFC for future demonstration and evaluation.
	
6.0	 FUTURE USAGE
As part of the NASA disconnect program, FSD agreed to
assist MSFC in identification of potential users and
applications for the NASA disconnect. Twenty-one poten-
tial users were contacted by letter explaining the pro-
gram and soliciting help in defining potential uses and
requirements. Responses led to several meetings where
information was exchanged, although no specific environ-
mental or design requirements were identified. Companies
interested were Martin Marietta, Beach Boulder, Ball
Brothers, Lockheed Sunnyvale, TRW, McDonnell Douglas,





There were no reportable items as defined under the New
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(SHOWN IN ENERGIZED POSITION)
Figure 14. Special Seal Leakage Test Setup Schematic
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Photograph 7. F'low/QP Instrumentation
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1. All key word hits from ISMEC	 120
2. None from CLAIMS/GEM 	 0
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The proceedings deal primarily with mechanically connected
fluid joints, such as flanged, bolted, and B-nut types. There
was one true disconnect described conceptually, a hermaphrodi-
tic type of self-latching unit. This design possesses some
interesting features, but is not designed for connection while
pressurized. Very high forces would be required to accomplish
pressurized connection.
2. USAAVLABS Technical Report 68-37, "Development and Test of an
Automatic Shutoff Closed Circuit Refueling System
The fluid coupling discussed in this report is basically a
closed circuit ground refueling system for helicopters. While
both halves of this coupling incorporate the required self-
sealing feature, they are designed strictly for manual opera-
tion, atmospheric receiver tank pressure, and low (<50 psi)
fill pressures.
3. AFAPL Technical Report 68-19, "Variable Flexibility Tether
System."
This system was investigated to determine what advantage might
be taken of the innovative latching and interlock devices de-
signed for use with the tether. These devices were basically
unproven and relatively complex in our application where very
high reliability is desired.
4. NASA Technical Memorandum X-64849, "An Assessment of Separable
Fluid Connector System Parameters
This report of an optimization study deals exclusively with
flanged and bolted fluid connections of various configurations
utilizing a variety of static sealing techniques.
5. NASA Case No. MFS 20395, "Duct Coupling for Single-Handed_
Operation"
As the title indicates, this patented design provides a simpli-
fied connection method for the manual coupling of duct sec-
tions. It is intended to be suitable for use by a suited as-
tronaut during EVA (Extra Vehicular Activity).
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rsT6. Woods Hold Oceanographic Institution R
Tools and Mechanical Accessories for a
R(
Over 400 pages long, with more than 250 illustrations, this
report discusses and depicts a variety of mechanical coupling
devices used for remote and semi-remote retention And release
of equipment. While very few, if any, of the devices illus-
trated have direct application to our specific case, some of
the concepts may be useful further along.
7.	 NASA Technical Brief 67-102
	
i
The brief describes a ball lock and spring steel tongue
arrangement which disconnects with the application of a 15 lbf
side load when line pressure is 100 psig. This concept is not
applicable to our case.
S.	 General Dynamics/Convair Final Report GD/C-BHV65-004, "Prelim-
inary Desion of a Flox Disconnect for a Flox-Atlas Vehicle"
This double butterfly design includes large unbalanced bellows
pressure areas. The separation loads associated with the low
pressure, high flow rate disconnect must be carried by the
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Fluid Disconnects for Space Transportation Systems
Gentlemen-.
Fairchild Stratos Division (FSD) has been selected by the NASA to conduct a study
to develop and qualify a fluid disconnect for Space Transportation Systems. The
intent of this program, (Contract NAS 8-32806) is to provide a disconnect design
from existing industry hardware, capable of servicing a wide range of orbiting
payloads.
Because the intended scope of potential applications is very broad, a family of dis-
connects, similar in design but adapted for specific media, temperature, etc. may
emerge. In all cases, low leakage and minimum engagement, retention, and
separation forces will be primary design drivers.
Fairchild Stratos has been dire: ted by the subject contract to survey leading sup-
pliers of aerospace disconnect hardware in search of applicable concepts and com-
ponents. The modification of existing hardware to meet Space Transportation Sys-
tems requirements will be strongly considered. Any contribution, whether
conceptual, test data, or hardware will be fully credited in the final report. Dis-
closures will be brought to the attention of interested NASA personnel. Contributors
will be listed in, and given copies of, the final report.
If you wish to participate in this long range program, which Fairchild Stratos feels
has great potential, please submit appropriate test data, assembly drawings, con-
ceptual sketches, etc. A summary of basic requirements is attached to assist you
in selecting items for submittal. Designs or concepts useful in satisfying all or part
of these requirements will be of interest. To be of the most use, your reply should
be received not later that, December lot, 1976. You may wish to submit an existing
disconnect which can be used directly or modified to meet the enclosed criteria.
Fairchild Stratos would, of course, expect to write a Purchase Order for the
procurement of actual hardware.
1500 ROSCCAAI.s AVCNYC. MANHATTAN OCACH. CALIF 908 66
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In the event that you plan not to respond affirmatively, we would appreciate a reply
confirming that intent.
If you have any questions, or wish to discuss technical aspects and implications of
the program, please call Jere Vandewalle, Project Engineer, at (218) 675-4111,











NASA SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS FLUID DISCONNECTS
1. Classification: Class 1 — Low Pressure, self-sealing, automatic open/close
Class 2 High Pressure, self-sealing, automatic open/ close
2. Size:	 1/4  Inch to 1-Inch
3. Fluids: Class 1 Liquid Hydroger.
Class 2 -- Inert gases (He, N 20 etc.)
4. Pressure:
	
Class i -- 100 psia (maximum operating)
Class 2 3000 psia (maximum operating)
Proof factor: 1.5x	 Burst factor: 2. Ox
5. Temperature: Class 1 ti -4230 F to +! 5T F.
Class 2	 -150° F to -1-25T F.
6. Leak Rates:	 Class 1 Room Temperature: 1 x 10 -4 sccs GHe
(mated d Unmated)	 -4230 F: 0. 1 sccs GHe
Class 2 Room Temperature: 0. 1 sccs GHP
7. Spillage:	 To be minimized (interface enclosed volume)
S. Separation Forcer Pressure effects on engage/disengage forces and
on separation force while connected must be minimized.
9. Alignment:	 Self aligning within t 51' conical and 1 /!6 inch offset









LETTER MAILED TO THE FOLLOWING ADDRLSSEES ON 10_7-.76:
a
i. J. C. Carter Company
671 W. 17th Street
Costa Mesa, Calif. 92626
ATTN: Nelson A. May
Marketing Manager
2. Royal Industries, Inc.
2040 Dyer Road
Santa Ana, Calif. 92705
ATTN: H. J. Patrick
V.P., Marketing




4, Consolidated Controls Corp.
2330 Alaska Avenue
E1 Segundo, Calif. 90245
ATTN: H. A. Waller
Marketing Manager
5. AMETEC -• Calmec Division
8401 E. Slauson Avenue
Pico Rivera, Calif. 90660
ATTN: Keith Rogers
Marketing Kanager
6. Marotta Scientific Controls, Inc.
770 Boonton Avenue
Boonton, New Jersey 07005




Windsor Locks, Conn. 060%
ATTN: Robert E. Breeding
Manager, Space Systems







ATTN: W. 0. Webster
V.P., Marketing
Aerospace Group
10. Lear Siegler, Inc.
Romec Division
241 So. Abbe Road
Elyria, Ohio 44035
ATTN: D. J. Webster
Marketing Manager
11. Purolator California
950 Rancho Conejo Blvd.
Newbury Park, Calif-923








Subject: Requirements for Payload Fluid Disconnects
Sir:
Fairchild Stratos Division (FSD) is conducting a program under NASA Contract
NAS 8-32806 to develop and qualify fluid disconnects in support of Space Transpor-
tation Systems (STS). The intent of this program is to provide a unit, or family of
units, capable of servicing a wide range of orbiting payloads. Servicing, in this
context, implies orbital mating of the Shuttle Orbiter with a satellite, followed by
modular replacement and/or replenishment of satellite subsystems or experiments.
The fluid disconnect as such becomes a key element in the success of orbital ser-
vicing operations.
The types of fluids generally include propellants, pressurants, and coolants, as
typically used in subsystems for attitude control, thermal conditioning, special
experiments, etc. The use of fluid disconnects as part of an integrated orbital ser-
vicing concept provides capability for replenishment, mixing, or even exchange of
onboard fluids. This additional flexibility can be utilized to extend satellite orbital
lifetime, increase payload, vary experiments, etc.
To provide the most useful disconnects for such a broad range of applications, full
understanding rf potential requirements is necessary. Accordingly, Fairchild Stratus
has been advised by the contracting agency (NASA-MSFC) to contact potential satellite
and payload contractors to discuss anticipated fluid requirements. These include all
significant parameters, such as fluid type, operating pressure, mission life, allow-
able leakage, etc.
Any assistance you might provide in terms of definition of fluid requirements could be
appreciated, and would be fully credited in the final report. We would welcome an
opportunity for a face-to-face meeting and discussion of anticipated requirements at
your convenience. In an y event, we request that your reply be received not later than
15 December 1976. if you wish to contact us by phone, or if you have any questions
regarding the techi,ic" .', aspects of the program, please contact the undersigned at (213)
675-9111, extension 317, or Mr. M. Baniadam at extension 217.
Very truly yours,
FAIRCHILD STRATOS DIVISION
. ov • VO4^
J. M. Vandewalle
Project Engineer
TELEPHONE AREA CODE 213. 675 Om • 71t•586i
Ji%IV:dp










Program Manager, Space Shuttle Payloads
Dept. 833 MS 13-2
5301 Bolsa Avenue




Los Angeles, California 90009
3. H. Ken Owens
Bell Aerospace Textron
Box 1
Buffalo, New York 14240
4. H. K. Burbridge
Lockheed Missiles and Space Co., Inc.
Box 504
Sunnyvale, California 94088








San Diego, California 92138
7. Elmer Frey
Sherman Fairchild Technology Center
Century Blvd.
Germantown, Maryland 20767
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This document describes the development test procedure applic-
able to the subject disconnects, FSD Part Nos. 76300101-501 and
76300001-501.
	
1. 1	 Test Specimens
Two prototype test specimens as follows ,% , ill be used for the
development test program:
Description	 FSD Part Number
1/2 Inch Orbital Servicing Module Ass'y 	 76300001-501
1/2 Inch Orbital Servicing Spacecraft Ass ly	 76300101-501
	1.2	 Objectives
Testing shall be performed to provide the necessary confidence
that the disconnects will meet all specification requirements, and
to explore the limits of the design capability.
	
2.0	 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents of the exact issue shown, form a part of
this plan to the extent referenced. Contents of the plan shall take







































All testing shall be accomplished at Stratos Division, except
where local safety requirements, specialized environmental
testing, or equipment capacity demand the use of an approved
outside laboratory source.
	
3.1.1	 Test Data Documentation
All test data results obtained during tests at Stratos Division shall
be recorded on data sheets provided in Appendix I of this
procedure. One complete set is included. Additional copies can
be made as required to perform complete development testing
of all test specimens. All original test data sheets shall be kept
in one book or file and be immediately available. All data sheets
are to be signed by the data taker and another engineer for
accuracy and reasonableness. All testing reports from approved
outside source and Stratos shall include all pertinent data and





Any deviations in test or performance from allowable limits shall
be immediately reported. No adjustments, repairs or maintenance
shall be made to the specimen without prior approval of the
Project Engineer.
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3.1.3	 Test Equipment Certification
All equipment shall be certified in accordance with 11IL-C-45662A. I











G\	 Propellant, Pressurizing Agent Nitrogen per
AIIL-P-2 740113
GHe	 Helium, Bureau of Alines, Grade A-Oil Free
or AIIL-P-27407, Propellant Pressurizing
Agent Helium
LH 2	AIIL-P-2 7201B, Propellant Hydrogen
LN 2	AIIL-P-27401C, Type I, Grade A










The cleanliness of the test equipment and fixtures shall be main-
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3.1.7	 Safety Procedure
Safety procedures shall be observed at all times without exception.
All normal laboratory practices applicable to pressure vessels and
cryogenic testing shall be observed.
	
3.1.8	 Test System Leak Check
All test system fittings shall be bubble-tight, using leak check
solution per A:NIS 3159. The leak test shall be performed with
GHe at specimen operating pressures as follows:
Operating pressure	 300 + 10 prig
	
3.1.9	 Loy%- Temperature Testing
Whenever the test specimen is being chilled or being warmed
from a chilled condition, the test unit shall be pressurized or
purged at 5 psig minimum pressure.
	
3.1.10	 Units
Pounds per square inch gage	 psig
Pounds per square inch absolute 	 psia










The prototypes will be subjected to development tests as outlined
in Table I. Necessary deviations from the indicated sequence
may be made at the discretion of the Project Engineer.
4.1	 Examination of Product
Examine the disconnect halves carefully prior to initiation of
development testing and record on the data sheets provided their
weights and any non-conformances to applicable drawings.
4.2	 Proof Pressure
4.2.1	 unmated Proof - Module Half Disconnect (MHD)
Place the unma' ed INIM) in a proof test chamber connected b y its
flex hose to a pressure source of GN.) or GHe. Apply 440 + 10
psig through the flex hose to the MDH for a minimum period of five
minutes. Remove the pressure and visually inspect the unit for
permanent deformation. No permanent deform=.tion is permitted.
4.2.2	 unmated Proof - Spacecraft Half Disconnect (SH13)
Repeat 4.2.1 using the SHD.
4.2.3	 Mated Proof - Disconnect
Install the SHD and the MHD i:i the 76300901 test fixture as
shown in Figure 1. Connect to the test control panel. using the
fixture drive, mate the halves of the disconnect. At a maximum
rate of 100 psig per minute, apply 440 + 10 psig to the mated dis-
connect. Observe the test fixture for deformation and/or any
slippage of the ball screw drive. If either occurs, terminate the
test, immediately reduce pressure to zero, and make appropriate
modifications before proceeding. When the required 440 + 10 psig
is reached, maintain pressure for a minimum period of five
minutes. Remove the pressure and visually inspect the disconnect
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Description of Test Paragraph




















493.1	 Ambient Temperature Leakage
Perform the ambient temperature leak tests at 75 + 20 OF.
4.3.1.1	 Ambient Temp Leakage - SHD
Install the SHD and its leak test fixture (76300904) as shown in
Figure 2. Connect leak test fixture port to leakage test
carousel. Cap the 1/8"  N PT vent port anti apply 50 psig to the
SHD 1 /2" flow port. If there is no indication (on the smallest
flow rator tube) of leakage, disconnect the carousel, and connect
the test fixture port to a Nordquist Mark U or to a mass spectro-
meter. Alaxirr um allowable leak rate is 1 x 10-4 secs. If there
is an indicatit^i of leakage on the carousel, stop the test, dis-
assemble the unit. inspect the sealing surfaces and examine the
seals. Determine the cause of the excessive leak rate before
proceeding. Measure leak rates at 50 + 5 psig increments from
50 to 300 ± 10 psig and record the data. Uncap the 1/8" vent port
and remove the SHD and its leak test fixture.
4.3.1.2	 Ambient Temp Leakage - A1HD
Install the AIHD and its leak test fixture (78300902) as shown in
Figure 3. Connect the sleeve seal leak port on the test fixture
to the leakage test carousel. Apply 50 + 5 psig to the A1111) 1/2"
flow port. Repeat 4.3.1.1 using the A D and its leak test
fixture with the carousel. Nordquist Mark Il. or mass spectromet
4.3.1.3	 Ambient Temp Leakage - Interface
Remove the 76300902 leak test fixture and install the 76300803
spacer on it. Reinstall the assembly of the 76300902 / 76300903
leak test fixture and spacer and repressurize the AIHD. Connect
the interface seal leak port on the test fixture to the leakage test
carousel. Apply 50 ± 5 psig to the AIHD 1/2' , flow port. If there
is no indication of leakage on the smallest flowrator tube, diE-
connect the carousel$ and connect the leak port to a Nordquist
Mark U or to a mass spectrometer. Maximum allowable leak
rate is i x 10'4 secs. Determine cause of excessive leakage,
if any, before proceeding. Measure and record leak rates at
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4.3.2	 High Temperature Leakacr
Place the 76300901 fixture in an environmental chamber or
insulated box as shown in Figure 4. Apply heat input to the
interior of the chamber where the fixture and the prototypes
are located. Perform the High Temp Leakage tests at 75, 125,
175,  and 225 + 250F.
4.3.2.1	 High Temp Leakasc - SHll
Repeat 4.3.1.1 at each temperature level except check only
three pressure levels: 50 + 5, 150 _ 5, and 300 _ 10 poig. Do
not proceed beyond a level where 1.0 sec$ leak rate is reached.
Conclude the test by rechecking and recording ambient leakage
at 50 + 5. 150 ++ 5. and 300 + 10 psig.
4.3.2.2
	
High Temp Leakage - 11HD
Repeat 4.3.1.2 at each temperature level except check only three
pressure levels: 50 + 5. 150 + 5 and 300 _ 10 psig. Do not
proceed beyond a level where -1. 0 sccs leak rate is reached.
Conclude the test by rechecking and recording ambient leakage
at 50 ± 5. 150 + 5. and 300 _ 10 psig.
4.3.2.3	 High Temp Leakage - Interface
Repeat 4.3.1.3 at each temperature level except check only
three pressure levels: 50 + 5, 150 _ 5 and 300 + 10 psig. Do not
proceed beyond a level where 1.0 sccs leak rate is reached.
Conclude the test by rechecking and recording ambient leakage
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4.3.3	 Low Temperature Leakage
Cool the environmentAl chamber interior where the fixture and
prototypes are located. Perform the Love Temp Leakage tests
at 75, 50, 25. 0,-25. and -50 _ 50F.
4.3.3.1	 Low Temp Leakage - SHD
Repeat 4.3.1.1 at each temperature level except check only,
three pressure levels: 50 + S. 150 + 5, and 300 + 10 psig.
Conclude the test by rechecking and recording ambient leakAgv
at 50 + 5, 150 + 5, and 300 ± 10 psig.
4.3.3.2
	
Low Temp Leakage - NIHD
Repeat 4.3.1.2 at each temperature level except check only
three pressure levels: 50 + 5, 150 + 5. and 300 + 10 prig.
Conclude the test by rechecking and recording ambient leakage
at 50 _ 5. 150 _ 5, and 300 10 psig.
4.3.3.3	 Lox Temp Leakage - Interface
Repeat 4.3.1.3 at each temperature level except check only three
pressure levels: 50 + 5, 150 + 5, and 300 ± 10 psig. Conclude the
test by rechecking and recording ambient leakage at 50 + 5. 150 _
5, and 300 + 10 psig.
4.4	 Functional Testing
Install the SHD and the NIHD in test fixture 76300801 as shown in
Figure 5 for functional testing.
4.4.1	 Engage/Disengage
With the SHD and MHD installed at nominal allgnnient but dis-
engaged. actuate the electric motor ball screw drive and engage
the disconnect halves. Observe carefully for any indication of
jamming or binding. Stop immediately if any improper engagement
becomes evident and investigate before continuing.
Once full engagement is properly achieved. reverse the motor
drive and fully disengage the disconnect halves. Repeat the engage/'
disengage cycle and record the readings indicated by the force
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Apply 50 + 5 psig to the MHD and repeat the engage/ disengage
cycle. Record the force washer readings. Repeat at 50 + 5 psig
increments to 300 + 10 psig.
Reinstall the XIHD at 30 misalignment and .060 offset. Repeat
4.4.1 under misaligned conditions.
4.4.2	 Thermal Capability - Lou , Limit
Reinstall the 76300901 fixture in the environmental chamber per
Figure 4 with the disconnect halves in the misaligned position.
Cool the interior of the chamber in -25 + 5 of increments from
ambient to -50 of or the loweet practicable temperature, which-
ever occurs first. At each temperature perform an engage/dis-
engage cycle, beginning each cycle with the units disengaged.
Perform one cycle with each of the following pressure combinations





4.4.3	 Thermal Capability - High Limit
Repeat 4.4.2 except heat the interior of the chamber in 25 + 5 of
increments from ambient to +250 + 10OF or the highest practicable
temperature, whichever occurs first. Remove environmental
chamber following test.
4.5	 Flow and Pressure Drop
With the SHD and MHD engaged at the maximum separation position
connect the MHD 1/2" flow port to a pressurized water reservoir.
Install a 0-100 psig A P gage across the disconnect inlet and outlet
Connect the SHD 1/2" flow port to a 1/2" full flow capability ball
valve with 1/2" O. D. x .058 tubing and the ball valve to a 0-20
GPM water flowmeter. Pressurize the water reservoir to its
operating pressure or 300 psig ± 10 psig, whichever is lower.
Using the ball valve to regulate flow, increase flow in 2.0 + 0.5
GPM increments until full :low is reached with the ball valve
full open. Record the flows and corresponding A P values. Make
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4.5	 Flow and Pressure Drop (continued)
Repeat the above test with the SHD and AIHD engaged at tht
nominal separation distance.
4.6	 Interface Volume
Close the ball valve leading to the flowmeter. Place an open
topped container under the interface area of the mated disconnect.
Bleed off trapped gas bubbles from the setup. Use the ball scree:
drive to engage and disengage the SHD and AIHD 100 times.
Catch and retain the water which spills from the disconnect at
each cycle. Make an accurate measurement of the total volume
captured at 10, 50, and 100 cycles, and record the values.
4.7	 Life Cycle
With the SHD and AIHD installed at maximum misalignment in the
76300901 fixture, perform the required life cycle testing.
4.7.1	 Life Cycle - Ambient Temp
Pressurize the AIHD to 300 + 10 psig. Repeat 4.3.1 prior to, and
following, the 100 cycles. Environmental temperature must be
75 + 2002. Perform 100 engage/ disengage cycles, venting the
SHD to zero pressure during the disengaged position of the cycle.
Maintain 300 + 10 psig on the AIHD throughout the test.
Repeat the test except vent the SHD only to 150 + 25 psig during
the disengaged portion of the cycle.
4.7.2	 Life Cycle - Low Temp
Reinstall the 76300901 fixture in the environmental chamber per
Figure 4. Cool the interior to -50 of or to the lowest practicable
temperature, whichever occurs first, and repeat 4. 7. 1 except
perform 75 engage/ disengage cycles instead of 100 at each of the
two SHD vent settings. Repeat 4.3. 1, except at the lov temper-
ature, prior 1o, and following the 75 cycles.
4.7.3	 Life Cycle - High Temp
Heat the interior of the environmental chamber to +250 of or the
highest practicable temperature, whichever occurs first, and re-
peat 4.7.1 except perform 75 engage/disengage cycles instead of
100 at each of the two SHD vent settings. Repeat 4.3.1, except at
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4.8	 Vibration
Install the mated disconnect in the vibration test fixture furnished
by outside test facility and pressurize it to 300 + 10 psis. Sub-
ject the mated disconnect to the following vibration levels for










150-2000	 Decreasing at 6 dB/octave
Repeat 4.3. 1 at the conclusion of vibration testing.
	
4.9	 Burst
Using the vibration test fixture if suitable or other specially
desi 0ned burst test fixture, press•rize the mated disconnect to
600 _25 psig, for a minimum of five minutes. Depressurize to
zero and examine the disconnect for distortion. If none is
evident, disengage the SHD and the AMD and pressurize each to
600 +025psig for a minimum of five minutes. Depressurize to
zero and examine the halves for distortion.
Repeat the above test at 900 psig, and then at 1200 psig. Perman-
ent deformation during any portion of the burst test is allowable,
but the test should be terminated short of actual fracture if possible
The highest pressure which does not cause distortion and the high-
est overall test pressure should both be reco:•ded.
	
4.10	 Post Test Inspection
Disassemble, measure, and visually inspect the disconnect,
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APPENDIX I
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